Curious Creatures Wild Minds
2020 SMOT Book Week
Creative Minds Competition

Win some awesome prizes including LEGO and book vouchers!!

To enter we would like you to read your favourite book then use your 'Creative Mind' to create a response that promotes the book to others. You could;

- make a Lego scene
- draw/paint/collage a picture
- make a diorama or model
- cook and decorate a cake
- make a poster
- paint a portrait of a character
- write a song
- film a video

The choice is yours. Be as creative as you can!

Entries Due:
Friday 16th October
Please submit your entry by uploading it to your child's year level padlet page. See the next page for details on how to do this.

Have a question? Email: ekent@smrosanna.catholic.edu.au